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Research output
Zero Copula in Japanese: Learners' Use and Attitude

Dataset of focus prosody in Japanese phone numbers

Japanese subject markers in linguistic change: A quantitative analysis of data spanning 90 years and its theoretical implications

The nominative/accusative alternation in Japanese and information structure

Focus prosody of telephone numbers in Tokyo Japanese

Non-focal prominence

Predicting Japanese Word Order in Double Object Constructions


Cross-situational learning of novel anaphors
Evaluating individual reading time differences through a psychological measure

A quantitative analysis of nominative/genitive alternation in Japanese

Juuzokusetsu-no shugo hyooji ga-to no-no hen

Prosodic Focus and Nominative/Accusative Alternation in Japanese

A crosslinguistic study of prosodic focus

Semantic Functions of Always and Only in Korean: Evidence from Prosody

An experimental study on adjacency and nominative/genitive alternation in Japanese

Gagyoob bion-no suitai katee-to sono yooin-ni-tsuite: Sapporo-to Furano-no gengochoosa deeta-o riyoooshite

Nominative/genitive alternation in Japanese: Theoretical implications of a quantitative study

Prosody and semantics of the focus particles always and only in Korean: Theoretical implications from a perception experiment

A cartographic approach to nominative/genitive conversion in Japanese

Japanese genitive subjects: A comparison with Uyghur

Phonetic realization of focus particles always and only in Korean: Theoretical implications of association with focus

Focus-sensitive operator or focus Inducer: Always and Only
Phonetic realization of second occurrence focus in Japanese

Ga/No kootai-ni okeru kojinnalhenka-no kenkyu

Kokkaikaigiroko-wa dorehodo hatugen-ni tyujitu-ka

Change and variation in ga/no conversion in Tokyo Japanese

Teiryooteki bunseki-ni motozuku ganokoctai saikoo